Cisco SASAA
Course Notes

Day 1
SSD Drive either FirePower services (SourceFire), Ironport side Context stuff. V5.31 -- V6 June will have SSL encryption nearly everything that the Sourcefire Appliance has.
CX to be depricated, optional part of the course.
Virtual Firewall (Overview Nexus) to be depricated replaved by Virtiual ASA
PRISM Prime Security Manager will disappear. Firepower services will have its own Manager called Foresight.
CSM will be the manager for the ASA and the Virtual.
CX is an Optional Module and Optional Lab. 
Redirect Traffic to SSD Firepower mosule from ASA firepower tells to drop. Firewpower is a parasite to ASA and is totally independent.
There is a seperate 2 day course on Firepower Services.
Exam Partner SAESX this course will help you to pass.
IPV6 is not on the course CX is Optional. Multicontext enhancemenst optional takes 15 mins. Firepower Services has no high availability yet, no stateful failover.
V6.1 maybe end of next year will have haigh availability. 
Firepower Released August this year 2014 by Pat Low who had foresight to know this was going to happen. Firepower or even CX not even in the CCIE.
HARDWARE
5500X pre requiste for NG Firewalling. 12/15/25/454/55 SSD and therfore Software. 5585 is Hardware has  2 slots for module and therefore has own processing.
Min ASA for Firepower services 9.2.1/9.2.2 best is 9.3.1 downloadable from Cisco. Non X does not support 9.2.1 or later. Cisco will do a Buyback program for CX to FirePower. This is only a software license, the hardware is the SSD
Cisco ASA NGFW SAervices (CX) or FirePOWER Services SFR
CX does not have Malware, CX better than FirePOWER for WEB like SSL decryption. SSL decryption on FirePower appliance of the box there is a White Paper on it.
CX had on board PRISM on the Module in the software. PRISM can be a standalone appliance. PRISM is disappearing
CSM has a new lease of life for 9.2 to 9.3. will not manage CX or Firepower. CX had onboard PRISM. 
FireSight used to be called Defense Centre
Sourcefire AMP (Adv Malware Protection)
New License for managing  2 Firepower a few hundred dollars. In v6.1 or V6.0 there will be an onboard manager.
Non X cannot be purchased. Buy X with SSD and firepower software saves installing the software (labs :-)).
45/55 can have 2 SSD modules using RAID 1.
X supports the NGE because has the hardware to support NG algorithms.
USB for things like holding, not running  copies of the software. 
SSD cards (120 gig) not really hot swappable.
IPS module cannot be running at the same time as the SSD, can be Physical there but not running. This is done in the FirePOWER Lab.
SNORT is an Industry standard ruling for writing IPS rules.
CX IPS is not good for IPS cannot change rules or add. Rules updated only 
now called TALOS 
Updates from VRT Virtual Response Team, CX from SIO
CX Rate Limit possible not possible to V6.0 on FirePower.
AVC limited 1300 to 1500 apps SourceFire 5000 apps. URL filtering is better on SFR
3 licenses required AVC/MALWARE
URL on its own IPS own its own   URL/IPS    IPS/AMP  cannot do URL/AMP  must have IPS to get FULL Monty
BASE license has basic AVC some basic IPS
SFR I would say >1 employee.
CX EOS maybe 2015 EOL I think has been announced.
SFR is cheaper license than CX. CX requires more processing. FirePOWER requires FireSight which costs. SFR more Features except decryption and AVC stuff rate limiting.
IPS Services Module not available now for ASA.
---------------------------------------------------
Day 1 part 2
ASA 1000V to be got rid off EOS March 2015 ASAv is the replacement
VSG still to be supported
Inside to Outside N/S
Vm to Vm is for East to West
Between 
No 9.2 features no SSD etc no new features
not really ASA
1000V only managed via ASDM not CSM ASAv can be managed by CSM and ASDM
1000V can be managed via VNMC
ASDM manages idenpendtly 5 devices
---------------------------------
ASAv lives in the same place as the 1000v without the need for the VSG
When on UCS must be assoiciated with upto 10 vNICs
ASAv has its own vmware image (OVA OVF) OVA single file OVF all files
has cli but does not have "ctrl a" or "ctrl e" strange
Virtual CPUs need cpu each licensed (1 to 4)
Interfaces are from UCS platform
License 1 thru to 4 CPUs
 Prime interacts with RESTful API.
Prime infrastructure change to 2.2 GUI exactly like 1.0
APIC-DC = ? IC = infrastructure Control will manage ASAv
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Wednesday AM
V5.4 soon minor changes,main V5.3 released only in August
FireSight can manage upto 150 on the appliance it can be 300
VM firesight can manage 2 to 25
Firesight is an off box solution at the moment  late 2015 maybe on box to manage a single device.
admin/sourcefire same password as firepower services ?
Some of the Help is online and maybe not accessible.
FirePower does not support NAT/VPN as ASA does it but it is shown in the generic GUI. The FirePower Appliance will do NAT/VPN.
Must config Firepower first before Firesight software
Only one policy applied to a module, but can have multiple polices in FireSight
"Default Access Control" chucks away all traffic it is the default policy available be careful. There is default IPS policy you can choose from
In the Lab we purchased one license against one mac address and changed the mac address on all to match the registered mac address.
The licensing screen only shows base license buy Smartnet gives you updates.
Can group devices
"show managers" in session the module or on the ASA
License has an extra byte on licensing why> dont know
must apply config to device
"AMP" can only be used with IPS
IPS/URL/AMP is the order of processor hit
license is for updates but software still works after 1 or 3 years. There is a 90 day evaluation.
Buy SSD and tick for evaluation. however eval will stop after 90 days.
Network discovry policy very powerful but not network mapping
network/system/health polocies are normally done once. Health policy needs to be accurate time.
ACP = Access Control Policy
Network discovery does its work in the backgorund.
Lab check "users" for network discovery
Check top R/H to apply changes
Time Synchronisation FireSIGHT gets its time from NTP Martin recomends that the devices also get thier time from NTP, not FireSIGHT
Time difference between the Firtepower modules and firesight will generate messages.
Local time of firesight software is eastern time US, worth changing to UTC just for sanity check.
Interfaces applied to zones and then policies can be applied to zones.
Interfaces can only belong to one zone
There is a Job Manager Window to look at Job Summary after apply you can view the task status which is like a job summary. This takes time 1 to 2 minutes.
This works with Security contexts.
------------------------------------------
Wednesday PM
dCloud demo about 20 minutes.
AD integration to pull groups and users down.
User Agents like CDA can be on the domain controller (not every user PC), not as powerful as CDA only 5 ads suported not 80 like CDA.
Can talk to 5 foresights, probably good idea to put user agent on each DC.
Remeber to move slider for the LDAP connection, Policies-->Users
SFUS does not use Radius it uses its own UDP protocol that does not need key. SourceFire agent free and for Windows only.
SFUS interigates AD just like CDA.
-------------------------------------------------
Thursday AM Clustering (Designed for Data Centre)
Mostly 5585 talked about up to 16 ---  5500x upto only 2 per cluster even in the new version
Best to LB accross even numbers than odd (good example in notes)
Will not work with the 6800
SFR traffic is analised on the ASA in/out, sort of independent of clustering.
There is Director in charge of the backup of the state flow. and there is backup of a Director.
Master for Config  selected by Priority/Unit Name/serial numbers (exclusive) lowest number
CCL = Cluster Control Link (Phsical link same or more speed as traffic passing interface)
You need license for Clustering 5512 uses + license. Free in 5585 -- 5500x Base license for 2 only.
Spanned EtherChannel --- You can have etherchannel on the ASA and accross the ASAs
ASAs in charge of EtherChannel
Watch that they are evenly distributed. "load-balance src-dst-ip"
L3 mode is slower to converge than L2 because of routing protocols.
Lab --- the switches are preconfigured for Spanned EtherChannel.
L2 has a Virtual IP and Mac address for traffic forwarding. Management is different.
L3 can have sub interfaces and be associated with vlans trunked from switch
Ethernet Channel accross switches using VSS or VPC
CCL is NOT spanned but can be Normal EtherChannel 
Spanning etherchannel requyires a reboot even if you take it off ie "no" will not work unless rebooted.
Heartbeats over the CCL every 3 secs this is non pre-emptive.Master rejions the cluster as a Slave.
IPS module is supported in Clustering but you would have SFR.
Check if RA VPNs are supported ?
A lot of voice call set up protocols are NOT supported, SIP maybe supported in the future.
NAT & PAT
Per-Session translate speed up 30 second timeout (on by default) for TCP/UDP and DNS by default. you can control waht traffic is subjected to per session translate.
Owner/Director/Backup Director/Forwarder
You can packet capture on all interfaces including the CCL.
------------------------
FRIDAY
NGFW is the CX
CSC module into the ASA EOS last year.






